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Bretta's Quest in Hollow Knight. Quests can provide rewards from items, unlock trophies/achievements and reveal more information in surrender. Quests can only be activated by talking to NCs. Brett Brett's Objectives Locations Brett Walkthrough To get things started, you're going to have to save Brett from being succumbed to an infection. It can be located in the southern area of fungal waste near the
Royal Waterways. The area is quite challenging to move around, so you'll need to get Monarch Wings, Mantis Claw and Shade Cloak to help you get to Brett's location. Once you get to the platform, much like Sly, you'll find an almost infected Bretta who returns to common sense after you talk to her. They will thank you and return to your home in Dirtmouth - if you check the map for Dirtmouth, you will
notice in the centre that there are 5 egg-like structures that are glued to each other. Brett's house is the one on the far right. Now, you will be able to unlock a new room, allowing you to step into her house. And inside you'll find her asleep, a mask of shard as a reward, her reading diary, and in the background of little things that point to the Knight, which implies that she has grown affection for the Knight for
saving her and showing by creating figures and paintings of the Knight. It may look like the search is over, but it doesn't stop there. As you continue your journey, you will meet Zote the Mighty twice in Greenpath and Deepnest, who seems to be caught in the middle of danger, you will meet him almost eaten and captured, and you must save him twice before you meet him at the Colosseum of fools. Once
this is done, the third time you will meet him will be in the Colosseum of fools, where he will be the final boss on the warrior trial - all you have to do is defeat him to improve the quest. After the toughest battle and the defeated Zote the Mighty, return to Dirtmouth where you will find a enchanted Brett talking to the ever-mighty Zote. Listen to the conversation in which Brett is drawn to the conversation and the
story of Zote's quest for fame. Once you've done listening to the conversation, head back to Brett's house where you'll find all the little things created in the painting Knight has now replaced in the portraits and entries of Zote the powerful. However, it may look like her obsession stops there, but the passage leading to the basement is now unlocked. Browse the middle part of her house to head to the
basement where you will find a reshaped statue of Zote, the Grey Prince of Zote. At this point, make sure you have a Dream Nail - as a striking statue with a Dream Nail transports you into the dream world and the head of the Grey Prince Zote arena. To close this quest, defeat Grey Prince Zote four times. This will cause Brett to leave Dirtmouth who explained elderbug mentions that Bretta has left town to
overcome his obsession problem and a hero and wants to discover himself - although she mentions that she is headed for the howling cliffs, Brett is not in the area. Bretta Notes &amp; Notable Loot English Share I... You're here to save me, Brett? The girl everyone's just... Ignores? Bretta's quest npc in Hollow Knight. Initially it is found in fungal waste where it can be saved. Lore Bretta is a bug[2] who is
looking for a savior. She fell very much in love with The Knight after she was rescued. Bretta blush if the knight sits next to her for a while. In his house he has several drawings and puppets of the Knight, along with a diary in which he writes about his savior. If Zote is saved and defeated at the Coliseum, Zote shows up at Dirtmouth and Brett falls in love with him. [4] One painting of Zote replaces the dolls
and drawings of the knight she had in her house. In the end, Brett is abandoned by Hallownest, as far as the knight is concerned as just a beast, and Zote is reduced. [5] She realizes that she will not meet her lifelong companion if she sits in the pan. [5] The events of the game of Brett can be found in fungal waste, sitting alone in the dark, muttering to itself. After he listens to her, he'll go back to Dirtmouth,
unlocking his house and the Shard mask. Once there, she sleeps in her house or occasionally sits on a bench. Hidden Dreams Content If both Zote and Brett are in Dirtmouth after Zote was defeated at the Colosseum, a new room will open in her room leading to the Zote statue. When this statue is nailed to a dream, it carries the Knight to a dream where they can fight the Grey Prince Zote. Grimm Troupe
Content Once Grey Prince Zote is defeated 4 times or more, goes over the howling cliffs and is no longer seen. [6] Dialogue First encounter oh... You're welcome... Don't leave me! You... forgot about me...? I knew you would... Everyone always forgets about me... Oh?! Who are you? Your face... You're so... like that... I am sorry. I'm lost, I don't know how I ended up here. I... You're here to save me, Brett?
The girl everyone's just... Ignores? I'm sorry, when I look at your face, I can barely... I can't believe you came here to save me. I thought no one... Sorry... I mean, thank you. I'd better go. Back to town, I think. I'd better come home. Th... Thank you. Dream nailed ... Great figure... So bright... A dream nailed to a bench in Dirtmouth My savior, so close... Dream Nailed while sleeping in his White Wanderer
home... Don't be shy... Cold Outside...... The bed is soft... Dream Nailed while listening to Zote Heroic... Beautiful... Dream Nailed after Grey Prince Zote was defeated once a Grey Prince? Your words, are they... Repeating? A dream nailed after the grey Prince Zote was defeated three times by the Grey Prince? You seem... Smaller? Have you always been so so erosy and stained...? The first log record,
after saving Bretta: The White Savior virgo woke up in the darkness. She's confused. Out. Sharp brambles jabbed on all sides. Burning acid bubbles near below. What nightmare brought her here? What hope for survival remained? Doomed to think of herself and despair, she fell, until the light blossomed far in the distance, a bright, bright spot that was fast approaching. It swept away magnificently on the
thorns, jumped over the burning waters and plunged towards the virgin. Coming close, the form is finally revealed, a beautiful being, sharp horns shimmering white. Hands reached for the lady, collecting her up, squeeze tightly... Another diary, after seeing Brett on a bench in Dirtmouth: The white savior returns long enough to be separated, and the village, once so warm, has now cooled down. The girl felt
the well of grief. It was tough because of her lonely shell. And suddenly, as if her tragic state had felt, the savior returned, standing upright, glowing. Beneath the shiny horns, eyes well black, radiant, eyes only for the virgin long missed, long desired. Her rescuer leaned nearby, sitting next to her, perfectly composed. In that charged moment, breathlessly, you don't have to say a word. The girl's shell
suddenly felt tight. Her claws curled up. No view is divided, no claw is touched, only perfect, painful love divided in silence, together... The third diary, after seeing Brett sleeping in his house: A white savior in the darkness, had troubled dreams befell the virgin. Her savior went, consumed below. Now her only companion is a cold wind, moaning at the door. Her heart fluttered with sudden fear... Then though.
Sudden calm. Why? Presence. Figure close. He dares not to look, he dares not move, fearing that even the slightest action would break the spell. She knew the presence in her bed, she knew the calmness that only they could bring. Her white savior, now a protector, stands tall next to her, powerful, perfect... The fourth diary, if Zote arrives at Dirtmouth: Grey Prince Sigh of Heavy Breath; rinsing from the
efforts of the battle; The guy came out of the well. The triumph was his and the trophy he carried to prove it, the terrible skull of his defeated opponent. The astonishing warning he brought to the village, the one that was so true: their white savior, who thought he was a hero of insects, was a wicked beast and this shrouded grey prince was in the truth that the hero deserved. He honorably and humbly
recounted his quest below, his epic journey with one purpose, to find her, to protect her, his grey virgin, his partner in darkness. The final diary entry, if Bretta is gone: The Girl's Quest Her Grey Prince has shrunk, and her white saviour has been revealed as a beast, the Virgin has finally understood the truth. Her lifelong companion wouldn't show up because they couldn't show up to a virgin sitting in anger
at 20. She must instead seek them, she must find her love and free them from their solitude. And so began her own journey, in earth, protected by her love that awaited, guided by her love to be. With each step, the girl could feel it, their judged encounter, ever closer. Brett's location may initially found in fungal waste near the southeastern part of the village of Mantis, next to the Statue of the Lord of the
Dash. It can be reached by continuing west in the area and subsequently completing a smaller platforming challenge. The location at the Junkyard Waste Gallery Brett lost in the fungal wastesBretta on a bench in DirtmouthBretta sleeps at his home Brett and Zote in DirtmouthBretta's house after Brett's house was rescued after Zote permanently moved to Dirtmouth Trivia Bretta was mentioned earlier in the
game as Bertha[7]. References ↑ Elderbug: This lovely young girl came back to us! I have to admit, I put a slim chance on her survival. ^ Official Handbook: A shy young dirtmouth beetle who recently disappeared from the city. ^ Brett's diary: She knew the presence in her bed, she knew the calmness that only they could bring. Her white savior, now a protector, stands upright next to her, powerful, perfect...
^ Bretta Dream Nail dialogue while listening to Zote: Heroic... Beautiful... ^ 5.0 5.1 Brett's diary: Her grey prince shrunk and her white savior discovered as a beast, the Virgin finally understood the truth. Her lifelong companion wouldn't show up because they couldn't show up to a virgin sitting in anger at 20. ^ Elderbug: This young girl! Why, she's up there and gone over the cliff, with only the shortest word of
forgiveness. ^ Kickstarter update december 6, 2014. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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